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INTRODUCTION 
As part of the community effort to develop Greenway Park, the New Prague Chamber of 
Commerce applied to the University of Minnesota Center for Community Studies (CCS) for 
design assistance. Through CCS, a University Department of Landscape Architecture class 
spent several weeks during fall 1990 investigating the potential of improvements for 
Greenway Park. This report represents the culmination of the students' work and is 
presented to the people of New Prague in hopes that the ideas will inspire the best future 
possible for the park. 
PROJECT PURPOSE 
The role of the class project was to explore and illustrate different ways that Greenway 
Park can be improved through plantings and other site improvements. Now the community 
can use these design ideas to generate discussion and build consensus before proceeding to 
secure project funds and work with professionals to develop a final implementation 
drawings. 
THE PROCESS 
The designs were done by a University of Minnesota landscape architecture class under 
faculty supervision by registered landscape architect Peggy Sand. Approximately twenty 
senior and graduate students each prepared a different design. The project was integrated 
into the Fall 1990 planting design class (LA 5117). The project began on September 26, 
1990 with a visit to the site and a meeting with community representatives. Students 
presented their designs to a delegation of community representatives on October 17. 
Subsequently, most students refined their plans and submitted the work which has been 
compiled into this report by student assistant Shannon Murphy. 
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COMMUNITY AND SITE BACKGROUND 
New Prague is a growing community (estimated to have a 3641 population in 1989) which 
straddles Scott and LeSueur Counties. As its name indicates, New Prague proudly reflects 
its Czechoslovakian heritage. Specific evidence of this can be found in the nwnerous 
annual community festivals and the murals located throughout the community 
(commemorating a rich legacy of people, places, and vital activities such as the Bohemian 
Brass Band, the New Prague Philharmonic orchestra, Prague's Charles Bridge, agricultural 
threshing, and the 1896 power plant). 
The project site is the 4.5 acre recently acquired Greenway Park located immediately north 
of Minnesota Trunk Highway 19 just inside New Prague's eastern city limit. Greenway Park 
is intended to be the first piece of a community trail and greenway system planned to 
circle the community. The primary feature of the park is proposed to be a system of eight 
foot wide crushed rock hiking/biking trails beginning in the park and eventually leading off 
to the northeast along an existing drainageway. In 1987-88, the citizens of New Prague 
built a Czech gateway arch (called the Brana after the Czech term for gateway) in the 
park near Highway 19. The Brana is intended to welcome people to the community and to 
be the symbolic gateway to the Greenway Park and the community trail system. The park 
site is now a relatively level alfalfa field with a drainage ditch along its eastern flank. The 
community proposal calls for an eight foot deep pond, a fifteen foot tall sliding hill, and 
other topographic features (balancing on site cut and fill). In addition to the trail and 
grading, three six-stall gravel parking lots (one existing now near the Brana), an open grassy 
area, four picnic tables and four benches, as well as extensive plantings are planned for the 
first phase of the project. Future development is to include restroom facilities and a 
picnic shelter. 
Planning for the project has been done by a large and diverse Greenway Steering 
Committee suggesting the park's support by both local government and citizens. A survey 
of adjoining residents, school children, and others interested in the project was used by the 
community to develop their proposed park features. 
By the time these designs were complete, the community had received commitment from 
the state for funds to match local contributions so that implementation of the park can 
begin in spring 1991. Among the resources of the community are available trees including 
ash, maple, basswood, walnut, clwnp birch, ginnala maple, red cedar, blue spruce, and jack 
pine. The students were encouraged to select these trees to the extent that they did not 
compromise the design intent and quality. 
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PROJECT GOAL & PROGRAM OBJECTIVF.S 
Many alternative conceptual master plans have been developed for Greenway Park which 
show how plantings can be effectively integrated with other park features to achieve these 
objectives: 
* To create a high quality passive park area conveying a feel that this is New Prague's 
community "front yard" - a place not so utilitarian in feel, but suggesting something 
about the nature of New Prague (its landscape, heritage and people) and how the 
community sees itself: 
- to suggest this image to Highway 19 passersby; 
- to convey a "sense of place" to park users; 
* To act as a primary gateway to the community and as a primary trail head for the future 
community trail system 
- to compliment and expand the existing gateway plaza and flower garden area created 
at the Brana; 
- to invite pedestrian and bicycle access from Highway 19/Main Street and from the 
adjoining neighborhood(s); 
- to provide limited trailhead parking (two groups of six spaces where cross streets dead 
end into the park in addition to the existing parking at the Brana) which is not visually 
obvious from adjoining homes, yet does not unduly disrupt neighborhood and park 
activities and views; 
* To suggest ways that plants can be used to create landscape spaces pleasing and 
comfortable for people, including: 
- to define pedestrian and bicycle movement ways including some for use by people in 
wheel chairs; 
- to explore how plants can work with landform and other park features through 
appropriate site organization to express trail features of movement, intersection, 
junction, and stopping-starting points; 
- to provide gathering places for people arriving and departing on the community trail 
system including a limited number of sitting places which offer a range of 
opportunities such as for views, shade, sun, protection from wind, exposure to breezes; 
* To utilize to full advantage the existing and proposed features of the park, including: 
- to exploit the potential value of the watercourse (drainage ditch) along the eastern 
edge of the site; 
- to fully integrate into the site the proposed berms, sliding hill, and pond (or suggested 
modifications); 
* To incorporate plantings to buffer adjoining land uses, including: 
- to develop vegetative screening between the existing/proposed commercial 
development to the east and the residential development to the west and north; 
- to minimize visual intrusions of adjoining development and parking on park users; 
* To consider options for (and to integrate as appropriate) special garden/landscape spaces 
suggested by the community such as: a fragrance garden for blind people, a wildlife 
habitat area to the east along the drainage ditch, different "Adopt-A-Park" subareas 
which can each be implemented and maintained by various community organizations such 
as the Lions, Scouts, etc. 
* To select plants particularly well suited to achieve the functional, aesthetic, and spatial 
intents of the project: 
- to balance seasonal and horticultural diversity with creating overall qualities of unity 
and order; 
- to incorporate trees readily available to the commw1ity; 
* To develop proposals for plantings which can thrive on the site with low levels of 
investment in implementation and maintenance. 
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PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 
This report is a compilation of the design proposals of nineteen landscape architecture 
students. Many alternative ways to develop Greenway Park are presented here. Aspects 
of many different designs are expected to be appealing, yet none of these plans is expected 
to be directly implemented. Nor should the community treat the student proposals as a 
smorgasbord, since picking a bit of each risks creating a chaotic park with no clear image. 
The community is advised to use these designs as an inspirational source of ideas to further 
efforts to plan and fund the park. By carefully evaluating and discussing these student 
ideas, a clearer understanding can be developed of how to best incorporate landforms, 
plants, open spaces, waterways, trails, and other features into Greenway Park . 
In evaluating these proposal and developing a final design, careful attention needs to be 
given to practical considerations including: how the proposed plants, walkways, waterways, 
parking and other features would necessitate changes to the existing site; accommodation 
of other present and future uses of the site; safety and handicapped accessibility; 
horticultural compatibility of the suggested plant materials; implementation of the project 
through a workable phasing plan; and the cost and maintenance implications of the designs. 
Just as important, care needs to be given that the final master plan results in a cohesive 
design in which the proposed park spaces are well integrated with each other and with the 
surrounding community. 
New Prague should work with professional landscape architects to develop the fi.nal master 
plan, cost estimates, and implementation details to assure the best integration of park 
features that will last long into the future. 
Many of the proposals presented here represent ambitious schemes for a future Greenway 
Park. Such efforts are possible, but require the cooperation and commitment of the City 
of New Prague, citizen groups, business and service organizations, individuals in the 
community, and other project supporters. For the city and the citizens of New Prague to 
set a far reaching goal is appropriate. Then implementation can be planned incrementally -
subareas of the park can be installed one-at-a-time as funding and maintenance support 
allows. But each of these steps would fit into an long tenn vision in keeping with the proud 
heritage of New Prague. 
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THE DESIGN PROPOSALS 
Each of the designs aims to be a unified master plan whose parts have been developed to 
best work together to achieve the student's particular approach to the design. The 
overriding idea guiding each design is stated in the fonn of a "design concept". Each design 
concept offers unique possibilities for the park to become a place of learning and 
enrichment for its visitors. Among the overall design concepts proposed here for Greenway 
Park are the following. 
* Re-create of the native landscape that existed here before the town was settled. 
* Reflect the community's Czech heritage by recalling the Czechoslovakian landscape. 
* Focus on creation of bird or wildlife habitat. 
* Emphasize seasonal uses and images. 
Park features differ in function and image with each design proposal. Some of the more 
significant features and their different expressions in the proposals are summarized here. 
The Stream and Pond 
The community proposal continues the straight alignment of the drainage ditch along the 
eastern property line of the park and suggests an eight foot deep u-shaped pond with one 
connection to the ditch. Alternatives proposed by the students include: 
* Create a more naturalistic stream by realigning the ditch in a more meandering path; 
* Allow water to more readily flow through the pond (improving water quality) by creating 
a separate inlet and an outlet from the stream to the pond or by realigning the stream 
to flow through the pond; and 
* Simplify the shape of the pond. 
Topography 
Many of the student designs used the community's proposed grading plan featuring a line 
of topographic features. From south to north they would be: a small hill, a broad low area, 
another small hill, the pond, and finally the large "sliding hill" to the north. Many students 
suggest instead that grading be approached in concert with the design of plant masses to 
shape landscape spaces most suitable for various activities. The resulting landscape would 
tend to look more natural with gentle wooded ridges enframing meadowlike open spaces. 
One student proposed moving the pond to the existing low area at the center of the site. 
Vegetation and Open Spaces 
The student designs suggest extensively replanting the presently treeless site. 
Reforestation as well as use of shrub masses, reintroduction of native grasses and wetland 
species, and naturalized flowers are suggested. All the designs strongly contrast wooded 
areas and open spaces. Masses or lines of trees and shrubs (in coordination with landforms) 
would enclose spaces and maximize potential for a rich and varied sequence of places along 
the trails. The series of landscape spaces created may be subtle or bold, geometric or 
more naturalistic in fonn. In addition, several alternative approaches are followed in plant 
selection, including the following: 
* Re-establish native woodland, wetland, and prairie species to create a pre-settlement 
"Big Woods" or oak savanna landscape. 
* Create an "outdoor room" for each season featuring plants most showy for that room's 
season. 
* Create landscape murals in the spirit of the town's painted wall murals by carefully 
selecting plants for their combination of form, texture, and color. 
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The Trail System - Alignments, Parking, and Trailheads 
While each design has a trail connection between the Brana area and the far northeast arm 
of the park, considerable variation exists in the number of trails crossing the park, their 
alignment, and how they connect with potential trail heads on the western and southern 
parts of the park. Each of the designs provides for about eighteen parking places along 
Rising Moon Alley on the western edge of the site. Some are as suggested in the 
community proposal, immediately adjoining the Brana and where the two cross streets 
deadend into the alley. Other designs propose that the locations of the parking areas be 
moved to enhance views, improve park configuration, and/or provide safer and more 
pleasant pedestrian and bicycle access from the streets. In most cases, four off site trail 
connections are suggested: one to the southwest near the Brana, two to the sidestreets, and 
a fourth exiting/entering the site at the proposed trail extension to the northeast. In some 
cases a southeast connection is proposed crossing the drainage ditch near the Brana. 
Trail alignments either tend to be based upon a single major corridor through the site 
(sometimes with secondary branches) or to involve two somewhat parallel interconnected 
paths forming a series of loops. The single trail is more cost effective, but offers less 
opportunities for experiencing this park. With both basic layouts, many designs suggest less 
formal side paths (such as for nature interpretation) or simply encouraging people to 
wander through the site off any designated paths. In some cases, the trails are all 
considered to be multi-purposed, while in other designs separate routes are suggested for 
bicyclists than for pedestrians and wheel-chair bound users. Many designs suggest the trail 
have one or two bridge crossings where the stream flows in or out of the proposed pond. 
Relation to the Brana 
Because of incomplete information provided to the students, the Brana appears in somewhat 
varied locations in the plans. In each case, the intention is for the Brana to be preserved 
and enhanced where it presently exists. Most of the designs suggest significant site 
improvements near the Brana to provide a more appropriate setting for this important 
community landmark. Some proposals contrast the design of the area around the Brana 
with the design of the remainder of Greenway Park. This is often rationalized as 
representing the transition from the Old World to the New World that the settlers of New 
Prague experienced. However, in every case the design intends to make a careful 
transition, gracefully integrating the Brana into the overall park design. To facilitate the 
connection between the Brana and the park, the designs would involve relocating the young 
evergreens behind the Brana. The students found the overhead utility wires immediately 
behind the Brana cutting it off from the park to be an unacceptable situation. Therefore, 
many of the design concepts would require moving or burying the wires. 
Other Park Features 
Additional differences between the student designs are how or whether other park features 
are incorporated. Among the park amenities proposed are: 
* picnic areas (typically either on a wooded knoll or near the pond); 
* a warming shelter near the sliding hill and skating pond; 
* amphitheater and performance areas; and 
* fragrance gardens. 
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CONCEPT Sf ATEMENT 
As Anton Phillips' first view of New Prague (or the forests that were to become New Prague) the 
attitude of settlers was to open up the woods or find natural openings such as marshes and lakes. 
streams and meadows. This was necessitated by the thick enclosure of the big woods. This design 
of GreenwayPark uses the feeling of openings in the forest on the 4.5 acre site. 
Visitors to the new park will be led by the trails through a series of openings through forest lands. 
The openings are to act as stages for environmental education by reintroducing people to native plant 
species and ecotypes (natural groupings of plants). 
Beginning in the security of the Greenway Park "front doorstep" at the Brana. visitors' attention is 
drawn north through the park and its openings. From the front yard of the Brana. turf grass changes 
to native short prairie grasses. then into a re-created sedge meadow. This opening is surrounded by 
shrub carr vegetation. Further north, the maple-basswood forest (encountered at the lower end of 
the park as well as the east and west sides of the park) frames another opening. To the west, the 
forest trees change to dryer upland trees which correspond to their higher topography. Ironwood and 
red oak dominate this highland forest. providing winter color to the highlands. On the east, sugar 
maples and American lindens are replaced by cottonwoods and silver maples. and finally dense 
willows surrounding the path. Set among the two forest types is a marsh/retention pond with narrow-
leaved cattails and bulrushes. The pond acts as a focus to the park in all the seasons. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 
() 
concept ________________________ _ 
The program consists of creating a park, a gateway, as the first link in a newly 
developing greenway system. The community requires an 8' trail, benches, 
tables, water fountains, open grass areas, additional parking with bike racks, 
attractive trash receptacle ( if such exists), and planting beds. In addition to 
that my personal requirements were to vivify entrances, open front yard, 
screen parking, create gathering areas at entrances and within, have path 
access from side streets, keep path intersections open.control erosion, use 
drought tolerant species as well as those which might heighten the experience 
of movement. Movement is what Gateway Park is all about both experientially 
and physically, so movement is used as my design directive. My goal was to 
produce a design which would express movement with a select palette of plant 
forms. 
design statement 
While using movement as a directive I choose those plants having specific 
qualities which heighten the experience of movement. Populus deltoides to 
create movement of light in the summer sun. Populus tremuloides for its 
movement in the wind and bright fall color. Pinus strobus whispering 
exquisitely as the wind moves it. Rhus aromatica weeping it special scent as 
you whisk past. Others have been selected for there additional beauty as the 
seasons pass by, and still others selected for there contribution to microclimatic 
concerns. Since this site is relatively flat the paths where routed over high 
points to take advantage of this elevation chanqe and enhance prospect. The 
area north of •N■1111■ , is to be planted in short prairie grasses to stabilize the 
slope, decrease area needing to be mowed and to increase snow dump. This 
increased snow melt should help to recharge the pond. All other conceptual 
goals were executed in the final desian as best oossible. 
■PLANT LIST 
VARIETY SIZE _(J)IJf~ .<!Ir.!_ 
-------· ---- ------- ----------·-·--·------- ---- --- ---·-· 
___ m1<_rr_ SPECIFICATION .. 
-----·--
---- ---
--··-- -- - --- --- -- ... -----·-· ·-
______ ___._ 
---- --·-------- -- --
AR 46 Acer r11br11m 'N"rtl, ll'(J(ldS '-·-·····- ··-· ·-·-
------···- ------
Northwoods_Red Maple -···--·-·-··· ______ 2"cal. B&B StraiJ?hl. Si!!_Rle Leader __ 
- ----- -----·-- 1---------
_r_v.__ 27 roe11lus deltoides 
-------- ------···--·--
Couonwood 2"cal. B&B S1n_1jgh1 Single Leader 
---- -·-PT 350 Pooulr,s trem11loides 
-
~Q!!aking As~cn 6' ht. BR Straight S ~J.p ___ Lcadcr 
·-·-···-- -·----- -
---·-•-•-•- --·-- -----------------. ··-·- ··-·------ ·--·-·-·--
~~ 10' o.c. 
__ , _ORNAMENTAL TREES 
------ ----·----------.. -·· --··-- ----- -----------· 
-_A•~--- (> ___ (..1111elancl1ier __ lael"i.f _____ ·-----------·- __ . I_ 1/2" B&B __ f-t!!L form .. 
--·· ·- .. . ------··-··--·· --
--·--· ·---------
. -~Jkgl!!:J!Y Scrviccbe_rry _____________________ , ··-- __ caL_ 
···---- ---· -----··· - ·---•------ --·-
_J\L_C. 5 ,t me ~'l!!.t;. Iii er lae vis __ 8_' ___ B&B hcavv ___ clump ________ 
·-- --· ---- ------- -------
-------
All<:gl!Clly Scrvicebcrry ___________ _fj .!.I.!!! p_ 
·------ --·---- ----------
PV 1 1 5 I'rrlllllS v1rg_1111a11a 4' ht. _ _rur .. Sf.lace_ 6' _o.c ... ________ . 
.. 
Common Chokecherry_ 
··-----···--· -·-·-·-· ---··--- ------------
·--- ---- --------
---- - ·-· 
CONIFEROUS TREES 
PG 6 Picea ela11ca 'de,isata' 6' ht. B&B Full form 
·--· ·-· ----
Black Hills Snruce Full lo the !!round 
------
PR 26 Pill us. resi11osa 8' B&B Full form 
··-
Red Pinc Full lo !!round 
- --
PS 1 9 I'inus strobr,s 12' ht. B&B Full form 
---··-
Eastern White Pinc 24" from finish l!radc 
SHRUBS 
-·- ---· 
HA 30 Rhus aroma lien I R" FOf Soace 4' o.c. 
- ·----·-··--- - ---·-- -- ------·- --- ····--·---- ------------ -·-----
Fral!rant Sumac 
------- -·------- -----··---·- -
RT I 7 5 Rlws tvnhitrn 24" PQL_ ~pace 6' o.c. 
··-·• ·- -------··-
Stal!horn Sumac 
--------------
---·-----·-
ANNUALS TOTAL 300SO Fr 
A Portulaca ttrandiflora I 1/2" POT 
Moss Rose 
A PtlarilOnium X hortorum 4" Perr 
Geranium 
-
A Se11ecio cilieraria 'Sih•er D11st' l 112·· rar 
Dusty Miller 
--·-·----
··-- -· ---- . - . ·------· ---- ---
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OBJECTIVE 
To create a public garden and park that celebrates cultivated and wild 
plants in formal and naturalistic settings. The park will provide areas 
for passive recreation and nature study. 
JUSTIFICATION 
· There are no public gardens in the city of New Prague. 
· Existing parks are centered on active recreation. 
· There are no trails through natural areas. 
· Citizens would like a garden for attracting wildlife. 
· "Adopt-a-Park" areas are provided by two nature atudy areaa of prairie 
and forest ecosystems. 
· Trails provide pedestrian and bicycle acceas. 
· Spaces are created for recreation auch aa £rizbee, but the design 
focuses on passive recreation, picnicing and nature study. 
· The stream and pond become integral to the design. 
· The hills becoae glacial lftorainea to enhance the sit•'• diversity. 
DESIGN FEATURES 
· Formal garden of ornamental pl~nts surrounding the Brana 
· Picnic shelter/interpretive center 
· Open spaces (turf) for recreation and picnicing 
· Restored prairie and forest 
· Trail system for hiking and biking 
· Pond and cattail marsh 
· Nature study areas for prairie and forest with labeled plants and a 
trail systelft. Available £or "Adopt-a-Park" prograaa. 
COMMENTS 
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CONCEPT STATEMENT 
The design. is inspired by the native Czechoslovakian landscape. The 
open areas, mostly used for grazing, are gently rolling with small groves 
of trees delineating the surface. From each space the viewer can see the 
entrance to the next area creating a sense of curiosity. The large grassy 
plain, the terrace that overlooks the secluded mountain pool and the small 
knoll in the background with shade trees creeping up from the West. The 
spaces are enjoyable in themselves and form a unified park when fitted 
together. 
DESIGN STATEMENT 
The planting design took into account the natural features of the sight as 
well as the enclosure elements that plants create. Closing off the 
commercial development to the West without blocking the rolling farmland 
was a goal. By using plantforms to make spaces different from one another 
the user can move from room to room and be pulled to the next by use of 
hidden corridors. The entry is where I see people gathering together for an 
evening stroll. The large open area is for large field games such as 
volleyball or playing catch, this area is secluded enough so that 
neighboring spaces won't be distracted by what is going on in the space,but 
will be able to ·reach the space if they desire. Overlooking the pond area is 
what I think would be the ideal spot for future picnic sites, the water 
feature is oriented for this vantage point and parking is in close proximity. 
The pond area is an area where plants make the setting become natural 
using wetland plants such as Red twig Dogwood. These elements also serve 
the purpose to block sliders from entering the pond area. The sliding hill is 
comprised of various runs which the children can choose the longest or 
fastest path down the hill. The park trail system is set up for bicycle 
traffic and so the curves are slight to reduce cut corners. In the future the 
enclosure elements around the perimeter may have to be built up depending 
on development, but for now I chose to keep it light for an open feeling 
such as that in a Czech meadow. 
· PLANT LIST 
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DESIGN CONCEPT 
The following characteristics of the Sokol-Czechoslovakian landscape serve as inspiration for this park 
design. Linden is national tree of Czechoslovakia. called Silver Lime. Fruit trees line roads and 
families own the rights to the trees. Grac;sis not mown - it is cut with a scythe. Few flower are 
planted. the food value of gardens more important. Those flowers used are hardy /tough or saveable -
geraniums are taken in for winter. seeds are collected from marigolds and poppies. Yards are very 
small. People go to mountains for holidays and go to weekend cabins. Flowering shrubs (like azaleas. 
rhododendron. and lilacs) are used because they "care for themselves" }'et flower. People pick 
wildflowers to take into their homes. 
DESIGNSf ATEMENT 
At New Prague's Greenway Park. visitors would proceed from the Brana backed with the national 
linden tree. through a place of small trees into a small "front yard". along fruit tree lined "roads". then 
through a "forest". to the "mountain lake" beyond. The community can "fiU in" forest band (bordered 
with aspen and linden) as the budget permits, with eye to long term forest-like tree density. 
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DESIGN CONCEPT 
The intentions of this planting scheme include providing a welcoming gateway into the park system, enhancement of proposed 
topographic structures, creation of spaces to accomodate a variety of leisure activities, and development of movementways to 
give park visitors a variety of experiences within the park space. Cultural and historic heritage, input from and great interest on 
the part of local residents, site considerations, and an expressed desire for low maintenance effort were considered. These inten-
tions were incorporated to give a design with several major aspects: 1) a gradual transition from formality at the point of 
entrance near the Brana to a more informal naturalized appearance around the lake and sliding hill, 2) frequent use of native 
plant materials best acclimated to the site conditions, 3) paths to circuit the entire space or to cross back and forth, 4) definition 
of volumes within the park by selective screening and enclosing, and 5) incorporation of three special planting areas inspired by 
the painted mural project of downtown New Prague. The garden murals borrowed from the rich colors of the painted murals, 
and will 'illustrate' with color at different intervals during spring and summer. 
DESIGN FEA~URES 
The formal entrance of the park features a row of amelanchiers, a spring white-flowering tree, on each side of the Brana. The 
same trees cover the slope of the first hill over which visitors will pass. Beyond the hill lies a long grassy open area, flanked by a 
wall of red maples to the east and a more open planting to the west. The path branches to pass along either long side with a 
cross route at the far end to bring the visitor past the first mural - - a spring-flowering redbud with a base planting of Northern 
Lights azaleas. The mural is backed by a hill covered with red maples. The paths go to either side of this slope and meet on the 
other side at the second mural - - early spring-flowering golden forsythias with white pasqueflowers and dark blue squills. To the 
east is a clump of witch hazel, an October-blooming shrub. The paths go around the lake, with hawthorns scattered to the west 
and a mixture of flame willows and river birch to the east along the canal.The lake point is planted with a clump of three Amur 
chokecherry trees, with red twig dogwoods curving away from the point around the shore. Beyond the point on the other side 
of the path lies the third mural - - summer-blooming dark red peonies with a base of bronze ajuga. A wahoo shrub, notable for 
its colorful fruit is included. The south face of the sliding hill behind the mural is blanketed in fragrant sumac with an arc of 
Austrian pines standing along the crest. The open sliding area is on the north and east sides of the hill, with the edge of the 
sliding run planted in a mixture of bur and red oak. The oak grove extends to the park perimeter north and east. The exit avenue 
to the east is lined with flame willow and river birch. The west edge parking lots are surrounded by plantings of Amur maple, 
which will provide screening as well as brilliant fall color. Plantings of lindens and maples provide screening of the commercial 
district to the east. The oak planting to the north will provide some screening of the residential areas. 
PLANT LIST 
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DESIGN CONCEPT 
This design tries to capture the spirit and the spatial qualities of Czechoslovakian architecture. 
Reinforcing the gateway "theme", two Colorado spruce act as a visual que marking the entrance. A 
backdrop of spruce focuses the viewer on the Brana area with its annual plantings. In the next space, 
large walnut trees, rhododendrons, and a visual screen of red dogwoods and white pine create a valley 
feeling along the undulating stream. The next area as a turf open space. A maple bosque (grove) of 
closely planted trees along the path creates an allee much like those of the Czech city of Prague. After 
emerging from the bosque, visitors see a blue spruce planting which provides another visual que of 
the water feature to come. Beyond the bridge (proposed to mimic the Charles Bridge of Prague over 
the Vitava River), a lone willow at the water's edge creates a focus for the park. The sledding hill 
is accentuated as a winter feature with contrasting jack pine and white birch. A border defining 
planting of ash marks the edge of the park. Red dogwood used as screens along the parking area and 
water edge help unify the design. In the park, other plant features are: white pine which are 
aromatic, dense, sounding nice in the wind; spruce used at both entry spots, acting as visual ques and 
as a backdrop; and walnut used for its height and so views off and on the park are not obstructed. 
COMMENTS 
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CONCEPT STATEMENT 
THIS DESIGN PROPOSAL FOR GREENWAY PARK IS AN 
ATTEMPT TO QUANTIFY VARIO US PHYSICAL AND 
PHILOSOPHICAL ASPECTS INHERENT TO THE NEW 
PRAGUE COMMUNITY. PRIMARILY, THE DESIGN 
REFLECTS A MANIFESTATION OF THE COMMUNITY'S 
DESIRE TO CREA TE A "GATEWAY" FOR A SYSTEM OF 
SP ACES WHICH WILL EVENTUALLY ENCIRCLE THE 
CITY. ADDITIONALLY, THE DESIGN SYMBOLICALLY 
PAYS HOMAGE TO THE ORIGINAL LANDSCAPE OF NEW 
PRAGUE AND ILLUSTRATES THE CHANGES THAT 
OCCURRED AFfER SETTLEMENT OF THE AREA IN THE 
1800'S. 
PRIOR TO SETTLEMENT, THE LANDSCAPE CONSISTED 
OF DRY-MESIC PRAIRIE AND A SCA TIERING OF 
MAPLE-BASSWOOD FOREST. THE DESIGN 
ENCOMPASSES THESE CONDITIONS BY UTILIZING BOTH 
THE ORIGINAL, DRY-MESIC PRAIRIE, AND THE 
MAPLE-BASSWOOD FOREST WHICH SUCCEEDED THE 
PRAIRIE AFfER SETTLEMENT BY CZECHOSLOVAKIANS. 
' THE DESIGN UTILIZES THESE NATIVE MATERIALS IN A 
PLAN WHICH METAMOPHICALLY DISPLAYS BOTH THE 
PRE-ANDPOST-SETTLiMENTCONDmONSOFTHE 
COMMUNITY. 
THE ALLEE, IN ITS FORMALITY AND ORDER, 
SYMBOLIZES THE SETTLEMENT (I.E. ORDER) AND 
SUBSEQUENT SUCCESSION'OF THE MAPLE-BASSWOOD 
FOREST. THIS ALLEE, MOWEVER, CANNOT IGNORE ITS 
OWN HISTORY, ANb t~US,/AT THE TERMINATION OF 
' 1 , l 1 
THE FORMAL ALL~E. I~A SYMBOLIC REPLICATION OF 
THE WET AND DRY PRA1Rlk. 
,-~,--.-.---~-------..i-..--------------ac·•--------=~ 
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DESIGN STATEMENT 
New Prague is located within rolling farmland and remnant southern 
mesic forests. The key objectives of this plan are to take advantage of 
the site's topography and to incorporate natural plant communities 
within Greenway Park. 
Elevations vary up to 8 feet on the site, with higher elevations on the 
western edge and lower areas to the east. Forest remnants are located 
· on the eastern side with additional berming creating an upland feeling. 
Wetter soils along the ditch incorporate lowland species of aspen, birch 
and dogwood. Short grass prairie will encompass most tree massings. 
This willl eliminate mowing and provide a natural cover until canopy is 
formed. Areas for wetland species have been reserved for wildlife and 
human observation. Open spaces of mowed or naturally matting grass 
are provided for gatherings and recreation. 
Additional architectural arches are proposed to accentuate the Brana as 
the gateway to New Prague and the city park system. Parking is pro-
vided in the suggested areas while also providing views to the park. 
Picnic tables and the shelter are provided along the trail. 
As New Prague continues to grow, the community will discover a need 
for open spaces and clues to natural features of their land. This park 
proposal preserves a remnant of New Pragues natural plant history for 
future generations to enjoy and protect. 
KEY QTY BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME ~PACING 
SM 
-95- ACER SACCHARUM SUGAR MAPLE 15' oc 
_fili 69 BETULA NIGRA RIVER BIRCH B'OC 
QA -120 POPULUS TREMUI nlDES QUAKING ASPEN B'OC 
AP 86 PRUNUS AMERlr,ANA AMERICAN PLUM. B'OC 
RO 48 QUERCUS RUBRA RED OAK 15'OC 
BW 58 TILIA AMERICANA BASSWOOD 15'OC 
AG 24A ACER GINNALA AMUR MAPLE 4'OC 
RT□ 208 CORNUS SERICEA REDTWIGGED DOGWOOD 4'OC 
SMS 253 RHUS GL.ABRA !SMOOTH SUMAC 4'OC 
STS 75 RHUS TYPHINA ISTAGHORN SUMAC 4'OC 
FW 180 SAi IX SPP "FLAME• FLAME WILLOW 4'OC 
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-=-=-~---- NATIVE SHORT GRA~~ PRAIRIE 
117 AMUR MAPLE U~ 
H~-----+--r-- 20 SUGAR MAPLE 
15 BASSWOOD 
6 RED OAK D 
~ 
a 
- ~ 
DETENTION POND 
SLIDING HILL 
SEED IN BUFFALO GRASS 
30 SUGAR MAPLE 
15 BASSWOOD 
9 RED OAK 
.. · 
----- 1 H RED TWIGGED DOGWOOD 
NATIVE SHORT GRA~S PRAIRIE 
- 113 AMUR MAPLE 
MOWED AREA 
a : 
o -.a.ma""'2=..II a~ m~m =.:...:.iacm 
---40 QUAKING ASPEN 
35 RIVER BIRCH 
--- 23 REDTWIGGED DOGWOOD 
---NATIVE SHORT GRASS PRAIRIE 
----- 30 RED TWIGGED DOGWOOD 
' 
----- 5 SUGAR MAPLE 
0 IOI.O So -___, ~ n.J---~-1 ___ ,
---- 30 QUAKING ASPEN 
17 RIVER BIRCH 
~ --- 36 RED TWIGGED DOGWOOD 
BRANA ENTRY 
NOTE: 
ALL TRAILS SHALL MAINTAIN A 5' MOWED STRIP ON BOTH SIDES OF PATH 
KEY 
TRAIL •••• 
EDGE OF NATIVE PLANT COMMUNITIES 
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Greenway Park Concept Statement I 
This park design is derived from the sense of "unity" many people of New I 
Prague share in the value of their heritage and pride of where they came from, 
and where they are going. New Prague is a vibrant community and that I community's vitality is reflected in the,..name and ideas associated with the park, 
Greenway Park. This park is suppole t<Ybe symbolic of a gate way to the other 
parks in New Prague. The ideas a soclated with this park are beginning, I entrance, edge, marker, and walk. It is a relationship of a whole community . ~-
encompassing soils, plants, water, and animals. . 
The proposed plan for the park is a pla9e where one can walk and/or bicycle I 
and experience a variety of enclosure/ope1nness in addition to a variety of 
texture, shape and color with the used of strtlcture, landform, and especially I plants. Material is used in such a manner that there is foreshadowing of plants to be encountered along the walk/ride. Also there is a sense of familiarity with 
the repetition of plant material. Plants chosen reflect the existing I Maple/Basswood groves found north of this site. In addition plants were chosen to fit the climatic needs of dry to wet as well as design intent. The design allows 
for opportunity to experience edge, deep shadows, bright light, rolling grass, fall I color, movement of water, space for planned and spontaneous activities with use of intrinsic qualities of plant material and landform. 
The design intent is to focus on an inward experience while maintaining I suggestive qualities to induce movement through, and also to offer opportunity 
to stop along the way. The Greenway Park is to become the beginning point of 
I the New Prague community trail and greenway system. ' 
I 
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DESIGN CONCEPT 
New Prague's Greenway Park serves as a physical and symbolic entrance to the city and its encircling 
park system. This plan expresses this entrance by contrasting Czechoslovakian history and tradition 
with contemporary expansion and growth. A formal circular court around the Brana would 
accentuate this entrance. marking the park's beginning and symbolizing the community's Czech 
heritage. Paths radiating out from the Brana court direct visitors around an open, circular, 
community gathering space. and into the park. A picnic shelter. located at the north end of the 
community open space. serves as a terminus of the north-south axis and a focus for festivals and 
concerts. This area is also a transition between tradition (the Brana court) and expansion (the new 
park system). The park represents growth, progress. and expansion by creating a natural wildlife 
area. The plants were chosen to attract wildlife and encourage natural growth and rejuvenation. The 
park system mirrors the community's growth and tie to Czech heritage by creating a sense of 
expansion emanating from the Brana and repeating plants like crabapple and green ash. 
The plants were selected to create an oak savanna appearance and to support wildlife. Plant massings 
create varying degrees of spatial enclosure and visual screening to provide different and changing 
experiences for people moving through the park. Plants work well together to form a single 
ecosystem. One conflict between plants is the possibility of cedar-apple rust, therefore. species 
tolerant against this disease should be used such as Indian Magic and Centurion crabapples. 
KEY QTY BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME ISPACING COMMENTS 
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DESIGN DIRECTIVES 
* To use a diversity of plants to enhance the site's spatial organization and pull together its elements 
to form overall site unity. 
* To celebrate different seasons of the year by using different plants to create different aesthetic 
and functional spaces: 
- starting from the Brana gateway tower at the far south, which will represent spring, hence, 
tulips and early spring flowers and plants, 
- the next space will be for summer activities, followed by fall and winter spaces which would 
be mostly planted with evergreens. 
* To use bur oaks towards to the northeast corner of the site which would form an oak allee that 
could lead visitors through the future greenway extension. 
Since New Prague's community function is as a unified entity, by making the park a yearround event 
park, this would be most expressive of the community's attitude. 
KEY QTY BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SPACING COMMENTS 
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CONCEPT STATEMENT 
Inspirations and Directives 
New Prague's strong concern for it's ancestral heritage makes it a likely candidate for 
embracing the heritage of its small portion of the Minnesota landscape. Remnants of the 
Big Woods still exist in parts of the city. The proposed trail and greenway system, 
beginning with this park, is the perfect opportunity to reintroduce the Big Woods and the 
earlier prairies as well. 
The intent of the design was to create "rooms" with the use of vegetation and topography 
thitt provide for the activities expressed in the program goals and objectives. The paths 
would be laid out to allow the pedestrian and bicyclist to experience the feeling of woods, 
woods edge, and prairie. Just as important, the Brana (the front door) would be enhanced 
with the use of small trees forming a room. While the parking at the main entrance was to 
remain quite visible, the neighborhood parking areas would be set back into the park to 
create a feeling of an entry room . 
. The other main intent of the design was to allow, as much as possible, for the separation of 
bicycle and pedestrian. The path system would allow for access of bikes from the 
neighborhood on the west, however, the main bike path would run along the eastern edge. 
Planting Design Decisions 
The planting materials used to accomplish the above goals would be limited to those that. are 
native and/or created a very natural affect. The colors would be of a fairly limited spectrum 
to compliment those of the Brana. Yellows and oranges would dominate in the summer, 
changing to golds and reds in fall. 
Color as well as texture would be used to enhance the experience of movement through the 
park. The main bike trail should have large, linear masses of ground covers and shrubs. 
The pedestrian paths should have variety, especially at path intersections. 
DESIGN ST A TEMENT 
New Prague's strong concern for its ancestral heritage makes it a likely candidate to 
embrace the heritage of its small portion of Minnesota's landscape. Remnants of the Big 
Woods still exist in parts of the city. The proposed trail and greenway system, beginning 
with this park, is a perfect opportunity to reintroduce the Big Woods as well as the prairies 
that existed before. 
The layout of the trails provide for the experience of different "rooms" and different 
degrees of enclosure before leading to the larger trail system. The main trail passes by the 
"front door," the Brana room, where Hawthorn trees are used to create the walls. The trail 
continues and is buffered from the commercial area by the use of Amur Maples and 
Redosier Dogwoods. The other side of the trail provides an open view of the picnic and 
play area. The trail then enters the woods, and shortly thereafter enters a small clearing 
where the focal point becomes the four Shagbark Hickory trees at the top of the hill. The 
trail passes by these trees and turns to give a view of the prairie through an opening in the 
woods. Once out in the prairie the visitor is buffered again on the east by the Amur Maples 
and Dogwoods. Finally, the park user enters another section of woods and out onto the 
greenway trail system. 
~ ~ BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SPACING COMMENTS 
Deciduous Trees: 
AG 75 Acer ginnala 
CO 10 Carya ovata 
CM 9 Cratacgus molls 
MBW 
40% 
20% 
40% 
Maple Basswood Forest 
Acer saccharum 
Tilia amcricana 
mix: 
Accrrubrum 
Betula papyrifera 
Fraxinus americana 
Juglans nigra 
Osttya virginia 
Qucrcus borcalis 
Deciduous Shrubs: 
cs 40 
l'ercMicls: 
H 150 
32 
Comus scricca 
Hcmerocallis 
Amur Maple 8 - 10' OC S1aggercd Row, 
Shagbark Hickory (sec plan) 
Downy Hawthorn 12 • 15' OC Staggered Rows 
15 • 20' 0C Varied 
Sugar Maple 
Basswood 
Red Maple 
White Birch 
White Ash 
Black Walnut 
Ironwood 
RedOalc 
Rcdosicr Dogwood 6 - 8' OC Staggered Rows 
Daylillics I' OC (yellow/orange) 
Annuals: 
AF AMual flower bed (a "natural" look could be achieved if the colas were limited to gol 
orange and yellow. A suuested mix could be Corcopsis tinctoria (Calliopsis). 
Eschscholzia califomica (California Poppy). and Calcndula officinalis (Calendula).) 
Prairies: 
DP Dry prurie - use a mix of the shorter dry prairie plants, including: (plant according to 
nunery instructions) Grasses: 
Bouteloua gracilis (Blue Grama Grass) 
Bouteloua hinuta (Hairy Blue Gnma Grass) 
Buchloe daytyloids (Buffalo Grass) 
Forbes: 
Aster punnicoides (White Upland Aster) (white blooms August to September) 
Aster scriceus (Silky Aster) (red-purple blooms September to October) 
Hustonia longifolia (Longleaf BluctJ) (blue blooms June to October) 
Housonia tomcntosa (False Heather) (yellow blooms May to June) 
Uthotpcrmum incisum (Nam,w-leavcd Puccoon) (yellow blooms May to June) 
Penstcmon pallidus (Pale Penstemon) (white blooms May to June) 
WMP Wet mcsic prairie - use a mix of the shorter wet mesic prairie plants, including: (plant 
according to nuncry instructions) Grasses: 
. Andropogon scoparius (Lialc Blucstem) (fall color) 
Spanina pcctinata (Prairie Ccrdgrus) 
Forbes: 
Aster novac-angliac (New England Aster) (purple blooms August to October) 
Galium borcalc (Northern Bedstraw) (white blooms June to August) 
Gentian& andrewsii (Bonle Gentian) (blue blooms September to October) 
Gcntiana flavida (Creamy Gentian) (yellow blooms September to October) 
Rudbcclda hina (Blackeycd Susan) (yellow blooms July to August) 
Thalictrum dasycupum (Tall Meadow Rue) (purple blooms June to July) 
Zizia aptera (Heanleaf Golden Alexanders) (yellow blooms May to June) 
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DESIGN CONCEPT 
The New Prague Greenway design is informed largely by the interaction of the town's common 
memory of Czechoslovakia and New Prague's hope for its future. The parkway is a directed 
experience which provides the visitor a variety of sensory experiences: visual, audio, olfactory, and 
kinesthetic. 
The visitors' walk begins at the south entrance of the parkway at the Brana, New Prague's gateway 
and welcome to visitors. Here is an opportunity for the community to view its efforts at planting 
annual beds around the landmark. From there, the walk proceeds north past a daylily bed and up a 
slight mound through a linden grove (the national tree of Czechoslovakia). Once through the grove, 
the visitor is provided an option of paths. The northeast path is a walk through a wooded area of 
sugar maples and white spruce. The trees frame views out over the mowed grass areas of open space. 
The northwest path is considerably more open and defined by intermittent plantings of rye and oat 
grasses sumac and black current. The intent of this walkway is to accommodate bicycles and provide 
larger masses of plantings which can be visually appreciated at speeds greater than a stroll through 
the park. 
The water garden is planted with blue flag iris, pickerelweed, and broad-leaf arrowhead. Here 
visitors have the opportunity to get off the main pathway and view wetland plantings. In winter the 
pond can be used for skating. The sliding hill to the north is planted with crested iris and daylilies 
which bloom at different times providing pleasure throughout the growing season. The path then 
continues east through a grove of lindens and sugar maples. 
The plantings have been selected specifically for their qualities of rich color and texture. The iris will 
be quite showy during the spring. The linden blossoms in July are a particularly fragrant delight for 
people moving through the grove. Both tlie spruce and sugar maples provide an exceptional fall show 
with the dramatic oranges of the maple against the rich dark green of the spruce. The sumac also 
contribute dramatic fall color and offer an unusual branching structure for interest in the winter 
landscape. This interactive path is one that will sustain interest and enjoyment through the seasons. 
PLANT LIST 
KEY QTY BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME !SPACING COMMENTS 
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This design for Greenway Park meets the demands of the citizens of New 
Prague. Their Czechoslovakian heritage is exhibited in the architecture of 
the shelter, the imprint of the city seal of Prague, as well as the plant 
material selected, which is reflective of that found in Czechoslovakia. The 
'sense of place' is immediately felt wh~n entering and viewing the park. 
From the gateway of the Brana, the alley of Amur Maples embrace and lead 
one into the welcome plaza, which can serve a variety of civic functions. 
The natural amphitheater at the North end of the park can also function as a 
gathering area and provide for community activities. Mowed grassy areas 
connect through the park and tenninate at this hill which acts as a sliding hill 
for children in the winter. The Scotch Pine provide a visual terminus as 
well as a physical buffer. The pond provides summer interest and a skating 
rink in the winter. Seasonal diversity is felt throughout the park but perhaps 
best seen in the East border where the drainage area exists. The selection of 
plants creates spring, summer, fall, and winter interest as well as attracting 
wildlife. (see section cc) Parking and the commercial zone to the East are 
adequately screened, yet views into the park from the roads are strategically 
placed. The bike and pedestrian path run side by side through a variety 
spaces, plant life, and topography and leads into the trail system which will 
eventually connect all the surrounding parks. Greenway Park heads off 
this trail system and needs to set the trend for the design of future parks. 
This brings up perhaps the most interesting element of the park design. 
Incorporated into the park is a garden for the handicap and blind; an 
olfactory garden. Using a variety of aromatic shrubs, herbs and perennials, 
a stimulating garden is created that can be enjoyed by the blind as well as 
the general visitor. Many sections explain the design of the garden. The 
handicap visitor is lead from the handicap parking, into the welcome plaza , 
onto a lookout point and down past the variety of odoriferous plants (which 
begin at their feet and eventually end at nose level) and then stimulated in yet 
another way through the grove of quaking aspen. Their path is kept free 
from other modes of transportation and brought down to a resting area and 
turn-around promenade at the edge of the pond. Horticulture therapy is an 
increasingly popular idea as well as being in high demand. Providing for 
the needs of the handicap has become a huge phenomenon and New Prague 
needs to address those needs and set a trend for others to follow. This 
olfactory garden a is wonderful and delightful beginning. 
' 
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CONCEPT STATEMENT 
Greenway Park in New Prague is the first link 
in a greenbelt that will eventually in the future 
frame the whole town. 
As a gateway the park serves two main 
functions, it marks and celebrates the entry 
into New Prague as people arrive on the 
highway, and it is also a gateway Into the 
proposed greenbelt that will surround New 
Prague. 
DESIGN DIRECTIVES 
The location of the park was a critical element 
in my design. I wanted the park to act as a 
buffer between the residential area and the 
commercial zoned arna on the east side of the 
park. For use I did not want activities taking 
place in the park to compete with activities in 
existing parks, such as organized sports or big 
town celebrations. , 
To create a different environment in this park I 
wanted to work with the Oak/Savanna planting 
scheme, which is a grassland with islands of 
trees, because it is the plant community in 
which humans feel most comfortable, as our 
suburban landscape already reflects. 
This planting scheme could be carried through 
the whole greenbelt around New Prague. When 
established it would create a unique and 
different feel to the town which would· be New 
Prague identity. 
DECIDUOUS TREES 
KEY QTY BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME 
PS 15 Prunus serotina Black Cherry 
DESIGN STATEMENT 
· The park is divided up into three main spaces 
but by using a simple plant scheme I tie the 
whole park together into one unit. 
To mark the entries and exits into the park and 
the different spaces with in the park I use trees 
on a grid and the tree species is used at each 
entry and exit. 
The main path runs along the edge of the prairie 
strip and is also an edge between the turf area· 
and·· the prairie strip. ·· · 
The Brana is used ct.s a gate into the community 
flower/herb garden and it is also the main 
feature in the space. 
I moved the picnic /restroom shelter to the 
north end of the park since my picnic area is 
there and the skating and sliding will take place 
there over the winter time. 
SPACE COMMENTS 
15' Red fall color PT 8 Populus tremuolides Trembling Aspen 20' Yellow fall color TA Tilia americana 0 Basswood 20 Flowers QA 20 Quercus alba White Oak 25' Red fall color OE 30 Quecus ellipsbidalis Northern Pin Oak 20 Red fall color QM 20 Querqus macrocarpa Bur Oak 25' QR 40 Querqus rubra Red Oak 25' Red fall color 
DECIDUOUS SHRUBS 
KEY OJY BOTANICAL NAME COMMOMNAME SPACE COMMENTS 
CA 100 Corylus americana American Hazel 5' 
CR 200 Cornus racemosa Gray Dogwood 5' Fall color 
AG 200 Rhus glabra Smooth Sumac 8' Fruit/Fall color 
RS 150 Rosa setigera Pririe Rose 4' Fall color 
HERBACEOUS 
• 
The herbaceous plants are mesic prairie mix that fit Into the Oak / Savanna 
planting scheme. At least 1 O - 15 of them should be tall grasses 4' - 6'; the 
other are 12• - 4'. 
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DESIGN CONCEPT 
This design for Greenway Park is based on the emotions of settlers that move from a safe way of life 
to a new wild land, much like the experiences of the first settlers of New Prague. This idea is 
manifested in the design which contrasts moving from a highly ordered space around the Brana with 
annual planting beds enframed by a crab apple orchard to a more park-like space. 
40 
Adjacent to the Brana area is the trail head for the proposed greenway around the city. This trail 
head is marked by signs that explain the Brana Park and the greenway system. The signs should 
explain community involvement. This trail head area could become a place to promote the New 
Prague community to visitors and tourists. 
Located north of the trail head, on an oak planted knoll, would be a performance stage and picnic 
area. This performance stage may be conceptually a small St. Wenceslaus using similar materials to 
the community landmark. This area could be used for a variety of community events. 
The choice of plant materials is based o_n the intent of commemorating the settlers' experience. Oak 
and maple trees would give the park a feeling of how the land might have looked when New Prague 
was first settled. On the east side of the drainageway, plants are grouped to frame the view looking 
towards the northeast. A scenic easement should be created to buffer the commercial property from 
the park. 
The succe~ of this park and the entire greenway system is dependent on continued community 
involvement. Just as the first settlers to New Prague worked together to "make" a community, so must 
the community members work as one to complete the greenway system. 
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CONCEPT STATEMENT: 
The intent behind the design is summed up in the phrase "Trailhead". I took this 
to mean start I end of the future greenway system. I emphasized this in my design by 
making the gathering points (drawn) with park benches and a light change at all of the 
entrances to the park. 
My inspiration in this design was the feeling that one gets while walking through 
a forest. I chose to have three different forests because each gives a different feeling, 
color, texture and sound. I feel that it is very important that a community have a chance 
to enjoy each type of forest. 
Color played an important role in conceptualizing the design. I looked at the 
park from all seasons. The color of the different forests and shrubs give a variety that 
will show through the seasons. The fall will be especially extravagant with the change 
of the colors. 
DESIGN STATEMENT: 
The first and most important aspect of this design are the intersections. I have 
chosen to place the same plant at all of the intersections so the bikers know that 
caution should be taken. I have also placed the trees a little further apart so that more 
light will be available. 
The wind block in the northwest corner provides protection for the sliders and 
the maple forest will protect the ice skaters. 
Views around the park change as one walks. The residents still have views 
both into the park and over the distant farmscapes from their homes but the 
participants of the park have a semi screened view to the homes. 
Movement on the trails have an edge on at least one side for the feeling of 
security. Movement should change depending on the plantings. The paths have 
been designed with curves at the intersections because people always cut the 
corners. The movement from the greenway will be slowed because of the restriction 
upon entering the forest. 
Reflection off of the pond will be quite pleasing with a variety of different 
materials reflecting off the water. The fall display of color will be exquisite time to see 
the reflection on the water. I have placed the picnic table around the lake for just this 
reason. 
The last statement that I would like to bring to your attention is the screen 
between the future commercial area. I have chosen evergreens because they will 
provide a screen all year and will also keep some snow in the park. I placed the little 
grove of Amur Maples on the screen to maintain a view to the farmscape and the 
forest in the background. I chosen Red Twig Dogwood to offset and enhance the 
green of the Blue Spruce. 
KEY QTY BOTANICAL NAME COMMON NAME SPACING COMMENTS 
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& 
GREENWAY PARK 
Greenway Park In New Prague is intended to be this city's front yard 
and provide access to bicyclists, pedestrians, and the handicapped. I feel 
this park is also a special place for bonding: between the people who wlll 
be working on the flower beds, between members of the community when 
they come to use the park facilities, and between Czechoslovakia and 
North America as people reflect upon their heritage while at the brana. 
Reflecting this bonding was my idea for the design of Greenway Park. 
Upon first driving by the park, the brana Itself will Immediately jump 
out into site because of Its size and special place in the front of the park, 
acting as a gateway to the park. To give this space a different Identity 
from the rest of the park, I enclosed the brana on either side with a 
semi-circle of Russian Olives which will contrast vividly from the darker 
trees placed behind them. This will give this space an exotic feeling with 
the help of the white and lavender flower beds placed around the brana. 
The path and the opening in the trees will then lead you to the next space. 
The path leads now Into a forest of dark Linden which are placed on a 
level slightly raised from where you walk, giving them an even more 
dominating presence. Later on down the path, you pass an area of Spirea 
grasses and Yellow Twig Dogwood, a more open and free space while off In 
the distance you view the dark mass of spruce which gradually come Into 
the more open space and merge with the deciduous trees. This Is the space 
of convergence; a combination of evergreen and deciduous trees, of open 
and closed spaces. Even the white flower bed you passed has now turned 
to pink as it has merged with the red flowers up ahead on the path. 
As you walk on further, you spot the pond behind the Redosler 
Dogwood with the masses of spruce behind It. This space wlll become 
darker and give the feeling of forest once again In contrast with the 
relatively open space just passed through. You may think of how this wlll 
look very inviting In the winter, with the red stems of the dogwood 
contrasting with the dark green of the spruce surrounded by a blanket of 
white snow. 
At the end of the park, the road leads on to the next proposed segment. 
You are escorted out by a line of spruce on your left and a line of Red Maple 
on the right, symbolizing the merged heritage forming path and leading you 
on, perhaps to separate again or bond and lead you to a new spatial 
experience. 
COMMON NAME PACING 
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PAST: 
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AND TH£ Nf2w WAY OF LIFE IN NOR.TH AI--IE:/2.ICA . 
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A NEW COH/v\UNITY. 
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